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Sample SOP for MS in Information system
The commercial circuit in the 21st century global setting is profuse with datasets of enormous
magnitudes. But data, by itself, is not valuable. What adds to its worth is the information that can
be derived from it through in-depth explorations made by a computer. It takes detailed
knowledge and experience to effectively manage the information systems for this purpose. After
deciding to explore newer realms of the profession, this recognition has driven me to take the
road to become a specialist in this field. With this goal in mind, I wish to pursue a Master's in
Information Systems Management from the prestigious Texas A&M University.
As a student, I have always enjoyed applying my knowledge to get a deeper insight into the
concepts. This affinity for hands-on learning, coupled with my passion for technology, led me to
embrace an engineering degree in Information Technology. I completed the course from
National Technological Institute in Bangalore with a CGPA of 6.8. The undergraduate program
has provided me with strong foundational knowledge in programming languages like Python, C,
and Java, web technologies like Django, and programming concepts like object-oriented
programming. Along with this, I acquired relevant skills in a variety of communication
technologies and software.
The success of my final year academic project instilled me with confidence in my own
programming skills. In this project, I developed a digitalized entrance management system. It
aimed at facilitating the student enrollment process for educational institutions. I designed it as a
comprehensive program that can be flawlessly implemented as a substitute to the existing
system. Encouraged by the advice of my project guide, I later revamped the project and made it
customizable for all types of organizations. Later I published the source code on Github to make
the project available to the coding community.
I have mastered as much from external sources as I have from textbooks and classrooms. My
active participation in seminars and technical events has given me a platform to network with
people from diverse academic and career backgrounds. My current responsibility as the
chairperson of the university alumni association has enabled me to renew and extend these
associations. These involvements also helped me develop my outlook on life and my
profession.
Upon completing my graduation, I received an offer letter from Mega Corp Inc. to join the
company as a junior Database Administrator. I have made a sizable contribution to the code
base, efficiently managing the Postgres database system. One year later, I moved to Di Tech
Ltd as a Senior Systems Manager. During this job, which I still hold, I got the opportunity to
operate on more responsible and rewarding projects. Over the years, I have considerably
increased my technical knowledge and skills. These stints together have given me adequate
exposure to business and administrative facets as well.
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After gaining three years of professional experience, I started deliberating the proposal of
continuing my educational pursuit through a master’s program. I figured that it would be a
logical move to specialize in an emerging and futuristic field of study. My researches prompted
me to pursue this advanced course in Management Information Systems. This course will allow
me to leverage my expertise in Network and Database management to get a head start.
The United States happens to be the ideal place for pursuing advanced education in Computer
Science and its sub-disciplines. In my professional capacity, I have associated with many
people who obtained their education from the US. I believe that the training from one of the
reputed universities in the US would intensely boost both my technical proficiency and career
prospects. Considering these aspects, I have concluded that the US would be the best choice
for my educational expedition.
I was greatly impressed by the curriculum of the Master’s program in Management Information
Systems offered at Texas A&M University. Other factors that further encouraged me to select
TAMU are its extensive student support, the world-class alumni network, and the increase in
career changes that come with it. Gaining industry knowledge in this multicultural environment
will widen my perspectives and empower me to administer services of international class later in
my professional life.
I completely understand the financial requirements for admission to the program. The expenses
for the education and my stay in the US will be met with a bank loan. The document
substantiating my loan eligibility has been submitted along with this statement for your
verification and confidence.
My academic and professional experiences have shaped me into what I am today. I look upon
this course as a means to translate myself into the person I visualize to be in the future. I aim to
diversify my career into challenging and stimulating roles such as Information Systems
Manager, Business Intelligence Analyst, or Business Application Developer. This way, I can
establish myself as an expert carrying the dexterity to lead from the front and ascend new
heights.
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